**Synopsis**

CompTIA A+ For Beginners! Updated (March 2016)The Ultimate Beginners Crash Course To Learning Computer Hardware & Passing Your A+ ExamAre You Ready To Learn The Ins And Outs Of PC Hardware? If So You’ve Come To The Right Place - Regardless Of How Little Experience You May Have!If you’re interested in working in the IT Industry or learning how to troubleshoot your own computer hardware and software issues the CompTIA A+ certification is for you. This is your ultimate guide to getting the knowledge you need and passing your exam too! There’s a ton of other technical guides out there that aren’t clear and concise, and in my opinion use far too much jargon. My job is to teach you in simple, easy to follow terms how to get started and excel at understanding, building and troubleshooting. Here’s A Preview Of What CompTIA A+ For Beginners Contains...Part 1 - Inside The PCThe MotherboardThe ProcessorThe MemoryBIOS & CMOSStorage TechnologyPowerPart 2 - Inside The PCInput DevicesOutput DevicesPart 3 - Operating Systems & NetworkingMajor & Minor Operating SystemsBasic Networking ExplainedPart 4 - Maintenance & TroubleshootingPreventative Maintenance ExplainedHow To Troubleshoot & Resolve Any Issues You EncounterOrder Your Copy Now And Let’s Get Started!
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Customer Reviews

I know few about computer parts and I want to know more about computers. I am trying to find some guide about computer and accidentally saw this book. I got interested about it because this book is for examination so I think it will help me a lot. I started reading this book and found that it is good to study. I like the information that this book has but some of the information here are not clear enough and needed to explain well.

I got this book for my niece and she said it really helped her. This book is a great guide on learning CompTIA A+ because my niece learned a lot from this book. Even I learned a lot from this book too. I m not a computer savvy so this book taught me so much. The author gave and explained the information about CompTIA A+ very well that a beginner like me could easily and quickly understand. The pictures are really helpful too. I m sure my niece will pass the exam because of this book. I recommend this.

CompTIA A+ for Beginners, is a very useful and interesting guide to learn about the basics of computer. The CompTIA A+ is essential certificate required by different organizations for career advancement. This book teaches about both hardware and software. This book not only helps you to pass the exam but also to ease of the anxiety you might be feeling a few days before the exam.

Indeed an ultimate study guide to pass your Captia exam. I got insightful ideas why IT industry requires Captia A+ certification. This book will walk you through to obtain it. This has a thorough explanation of the computer technicalities that any beginner can understand. Trouble shooting is also included which I find very helpful. This truly lessens your anxiety for you'll understand the terms and concepts needed to pass the exam.
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